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Abstract 
 
The paper presents a study concerning the influence of the hydraulic and hydrological connectivity among the oxbow lakes and 
the restoration of riparian-zones have on aging. Interconnectivity oxbow lakes emerge after complex regulating works for the 
protection of the shores and bottom of the lakes. Research has analyzed the influence of the hydraulic connectivity of three lakes 
located in northern Poland on the structure of associated bottom invertebrates – elements that monitor the conditions in habitats. 
The structure and functioning of ecosystems in wetlands, including in oxbow lakes, are direct or indirect in connection to 
fluctuations in water levels during floods or flow pulsations. Hydrological processes cause changes in the chemical composition 
of the water in oxbow lakes and sediment dispersion due to the exchange between water and sediments. In the lentic habitats 
(disconnected from the main river), the retention time is longer than in the semi- and lotic oxbow lakes whereas the productivity 
of the ecosystem is only internal and limited. The use of macrozoobenthos as bioindicators in re-connected oxbow lakes in small 
river valleys indicates that, on the long-term period (5 years), it does not have as a result the improvement of the environmental 
conditions of those habitats. This is shown by the monitoring indicators. The main reason seems to be the loss of the full 
connectivity between the oxbow lakes and the main river channel within 3 to 4 years, having as a result only systems of semi-
lotic oxbow lakes and rivers. This hampers the free exchange of waters between ecosystems, the washing out of nutrients 
accumulated in sediments, the removal of bottom sediments, as well as the migration of hydrobionts. Therefore, the improvement 
of the ecological condition of the oxbow lake habitats and the permanence of those changes depend on the possibility of keeping 
the full hydrological connectivity to the river. 
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